Bio Sheet
Birth Name: (unknown)
Fighting Name: Tounyuu ( " Throw" )
Gender: Female

Action Cards:
2 Kunai
2 Hand Axe

Tounyuu

One armed master of the Kunai

Inventory Items:

1 Shuriken x3

Name:

***
2

Picture
Not Available

3

Special Abilities
Tounyuu has the following powers:
*** Unlimited Kunai
Allows the user to have an unlimited supply of Kunai. This power uses only 1
inventory slot for all these weapons.
Counter-Strike Protection ( -1 )
If a person with this power is 'hit' and the attacker is in an adjacent location,
the attacker will be hit by a 'counter strike' for -1 score (or -1 EP).
- Tounyuu does this by using her specially made robe with its many Kunai to
move in such a way as to damage the attacker.

Background:
Tounyuu is trained in the use of thrown weapons. She relies on keeping a distance
to keep an advantage in combat.
Tounyuu is young, has short black hair, and wears brown robes. She is one
handed, having only her right arm. She is quiet and keeps to herself. She confides
in few people except perhaps the twin So.
Another of So's associates, she is known as his right hand. Tounyuu often takes
care of "tasks" for him. She lost her left arm in an incident, apparently she and So
were on a "job" together and something went wrong. They made it out alive, but
not without the loss of her arm and a near death experience.
Tounyuu has developed very small versions (but no less effective) of the Kunai.
She has many of these in her specially made robe. Attackers are often stung by
these.
Tounyuu does not work for the school, but has full access to the grounds and
training facilities as a close associate of So's. Little is known about her past.

Tounyuu - "I am for hire. If you need it done, I will take the job, for the
right price. After all, its always about money, isn't it?
I find So to be of benifit to me. He seems to find my skills of great help. I
think he also overpays me out of guilt (I know it seems impossible for one
such as him.). I do enjoy the work he gives me."
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